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Hacienda Hay & Feed closes as owners retire
By CHRIS COUNTS

shop’s iconic emu.
Locals have long depended on the business — located
MALL BUSINESSES open and close every week on at 7180 Carmel Valley Road — for hay and feed for their
the Monterey Peninsula, and hardly anyone bats an eye. livestock, along with a variety of horse and pet supplies.
But the closure this week of Hacienda Hay and Feed in They’ve also brought kids and grandkids there to pet an
Carmel Valley has many in mourning.
assortment of animals, which included a donkey, goats,
And they’re wondering what will become of Sidney, the tortoises and, of course, the emu. And they went there for
conversation and camaraderie, because
those commodities were always available.
Owner Chris Olow told The Pine
Cone he was surprised by how big a deal
Hacienda Hay and Feed’s closure has
become. He and his wife, Jo Ann, have
owned the business since July 1999.
“I didn’t realize we had this big an impact,” Olow said. “I know this has been
a great run — with all the well-wishes, I
know we did it right.”
The longtime owners of the property, the Wolter family, are selling it, but
Olow said that’s not the reason he’s closing his business.
“We decided to retire and move to
property we own in Oregon,” he explained.
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Olow said he and his wife — who
Long a hub of activity in Carmel Valley, Hacienda Hay and Feed is closing because its met in kindergarten and graduated from

S

owners are retiring and moving Oregon. The news brought an outpouring of support
and well wishes from longtime customers.

See HACIENDA page 16A
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REDICTED TO be an epidemic but in reality just
a sporadic outbreak, sidewalk selling returns to the city
council’s agenda at its regular meeting Nov. 5, when planning director Marc Wiener plans to recommend extending
an ordinance restricting it.
A state law that took effect Jan. 1 requires cities to allow sidewalk vending and says street sellers can only be
limited based on threats to the public’s health, safety and
welfare. While other cities have seen more sellers, from
coffee carts to pegboards full of jewelry, the streets of
Carmel have been virtually untouched since the council
approved an “urgency ordinance” regulating street sellers
Jan. 8.
Crickets
The ordinance caps the number of sidewalk vending
permits at 13, three of which can only set up in Devendorf Park, and vendors can’t occupy narrow pathways and
sidewalks, or be near benches, public trashcans, doorways,
corners and other features commonly found downtown.
The law expires Dec. 20, and rather than coming up with
permanent regulations for street vending now, Wiener
wants it extended until Dec. 19, 2020, to “provide the city
council and staff additional time to study the issue and

New city forester hired,
gets salary of $123k
By MARY SCHLEY

A

CERTIFIED arborist who has worked in some aspect of horticulture since she was in high school in Colorado Springs, Colo., will become the new city forester next
month. Sara Davis emerged as the top choice among 26
applicants, city administrator Chip Rerig said this week,
not only for her knowledge and experience, but for her
personality. She is currently the urban forestry program
manager for the City and County of Denver.
“She has a very approachable personality,” he said.
“We’ve got a lot of folks here who like to share their perspective, and she seems like a good listener.”
After longtime city forester Mike Branson retired in
the spring, the city advertised in professional journals and
See FORESTER page 17A
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Coastal staff urges
‘No’ vote on desal
n Reverses course on ‘slant well’
technology it previously demanded
By KELLY NIX

T

HE STAFF of the California Coastal Commission
this week recommended denial of a permit for Cal Am’s
desalination plant — a potentially devastating blow to the
private water company facing a two-year deadline to stop
pumping most of the Monterey Peninsula’s water supply
from the Carmel River.
The staff’s recommendation, which represents a reversal of long-held state guidelines for desal technology, will
be considered by the coastal commission Nov. 14 when it
meets in Half Moon Bay.
Despite an OK from the California Public Utilities
Commission for the desal project just last year and approval by the Monterey County Board of Supervisors in July,
the commission’s 91-page staff report released Monday
says that Cal Am’s proposed plant could be harmful to the
environment and might supply more water than the Monterey Peninsula needs.
“A primary concern is that the project would not conform to Coastal Act provisions regarding environmentally
sensitive habitat areas,” the report said.

make decisions on a future program.”
Before the ink was dry on the new ordinance at the beginning of the year, applications poured in for the permits,
most of which went to local restaurants and owners who
have never used them, including Rich Pepe, La Bicyclette,
Pescadero, Bashar Al Sneeh and Faisal Nimri (co-owners
of Dametra and several other restaurants), Ryan Sanchez
(Surf N Sand and Valley Hills Deli), Faris Nemri and Loie
Al Nimri.
Also, Trevor Forster, a youth center board member,
Fermin Sanchez (Bruno’s Market) and Bowdee’s Shave
Ice were authorized to sell in Devendorf Park, but not on
sidewalks.
The sole permit issued to someone who wasn’t planning to sell food went to artist Alyson de Guigne, who was
also the only person who actually set up a cart to sell products on the sidewalk. After she lost a battle with planners
over whether she could add a protective cover to her cart,
de Guigne hasn’t been seen selling merchandise downtown in months.

‘Sensitive species’
Specifically, the coastal commission contends that the
wells Cal Am would use to supply seawater for desalination would be located in an area that supports a “number
of sensitive species” that could be “adversely” affected by
the wells.
In 1995, Cal Am was ordered to stop pumping a large
amount of water from the Carmel River. After a long period of discussion and debate about how to replace that
water, consensus settled on the possibility of a desal plant,
but then Cal Am was also told it could not draw seawater
for such a plant directly from the ocean. To comply with
that provision, Cal Am proposed building a desal plant in
Marina with source wells located near the beach. The wells
would be drilled at an angle, allowing them to take in seawater that’s filtered through the sandy layer beneath the
ocean, rather than from the ocean itself, thereby avoiding
impacts to sea life. This idea was something the coastal
commission heartily endorsed, especially in an age when
use of desalinated water seemed destined to become an
essential part of life in California.
But now the coastal commission’s staff says building
wells on land is no good, either, because that can also
cause environmental damage.

See SIDEWALKS page 15A

See DESAL page 18A

Council returns to rules on sidewalk vending
By MARY SCHLEY
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Seldom-seen albatross rescued by SPCA
By KELLY NIX

A

N ALBATROSS that was found emaciated and suffering from hypothermia at Marina State Beach last week
was transferred to a center that specializes in rehabilitating
injured birds and is slowly getting better.
On Oct. 22, wildlife specialists from the SPCA for
Monterey County rescued the large bird, which was in critical condition. The nonprofit’s wildlife rescue team gave
the seriously injured Laysan albatross fluids and food, and
warmed him up. As of late last week, the bird was able to
eat fish but was still hypothermic and unable to regulate
his body temperature.
But SPCA spokeswoman Beth Brookhouser said Monday that the nonprofit’s wildlife center — which treats a
variety of rescued animals — stabilized the animal and got
him out of the critical phase before he was healthy enough
to be transferred to International Bird Rescue in the San
Francisco Bay Area for long-term care and rehabilitation.
“The bird came in very poor shape and was about as
emaciated and unwell as we have seen an albatross come
into care,” JD Bergeron, executive director of International Bird Rescue, told The Pine Cone Wednesday. “But he’s
making slow progress.”
Staff experts are helping the seabird eat pieces of fish

and a “fish slurry,” which Bergeron characterized as a fish
smoothie. Yum.
“We do that assisted feeding when a bird is really
See ALBATROSS page 15A
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This albatross was emaciated and in critical condition when it was
found at Marina State Beach. This bird is now being treated by a
bird rescue group, including wrapping his feet to prevent infection.
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